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SUMMARY 

Fairing compositions are applied to aircraft surfaces, 
wilds and junctions of metal plates, and rivet depressions to 
improve the aerodynamic efficiency of the afrplane at high-:.:...,. 
speeds. A critical problem involved in their use is the main- 
tenance, of satisfactdry adhesion to the metal under the ox- 
trames of temperature, weathering, and vibratfon encountered 
in service. This report describes teats which were developed 
to evaluate fafring compositions and presents the results of 
measurements with experimental mixtures of various plastics, 
fillers, and solvents. Important factors in obtaining satis- 
factory performance are low moisture absorption, a softening 
temperature no higher than the temperature of applicatio?, and 
a coefficient‘of thermal expansion at low temperatures equal 
to that of the metal, 

A method is described for formulating fairing composi- 
tions which have, within limits, desired coefficients of 
thermal expansion,. The necessary proportions of fillers can 
be computed with constants determined from measurements with 
binary mixtures, Constants for commonly employed fillers 
are presented, ,- 

B 

Fairing compositions which adhered satisfactorily to 
aluminum alloy when subjected to the accelerated service 
tests were formulated with vinyl acetate resin, A proposed 
compositiori consists of 20 parts vinyl acetate AYAF, 55 
parts asbestine 3X, and 25 parts of zinc dust dispersed in 
a mixture of 2 parts ethyl ether and 1 part acetone to a 
solvent content of 20 percent, 

I INTRODUCTION 

This report presents the results of an investigation to 
find a suitable plastic compoaftfon for fflling depressions 

RESTRICTZD 
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' w on metal aircraft, These depres3ions occur at rivets, welds,: 
/ and Junctions of metal plates. Unless these depression3 are 

properly filled, the aerodynamic efficiency of the airplane 
at high speeds is appreciably reduced, Materials for this 
purpose have been called rivet and depression fillers, fair- 
ing compositions, and aerodynamfc smoothing compounds, 

A sati3factory composition for this purpose should have 
the following charaoteristfcs: 

1, Adherence to the metal when wet and when dry 

2. Adherence to the metal at all temperature3 between 
71° 0 (160' ITa) and -570 G (400 F) 

3, Adherence to the'metal when the structure is subjectad 
to vibration 

4.,- Good weathering propertlies 

.m 

5, AS low a density as possible 

6, Nonhazardous in applfcation or in service 

7. Easy application 

8, Dry or sot quickly to a hard mass capable of bsing 
sande% readily 

9. Ingredients commercially available 

The first four characteristics are essential to sati- 
factory performance, A low density is desirable to keep the 
total weight added to the airplane as low as possible, Ibe 
remaining characteristics are chiefly concerned with problems 
involving production and applfcation of the fairing composi- 
tions. Since the satisfactory performance 02 aircraft is Of, 
primary importance, it was decided to find filling composi- 
tions which would give satisfactory performance under simu- 
lated service conditions and then to study the applicction 
characteristics of the most promising ones, 

Between May 1939 and September'1941 outdoor exposure 
t.ests were made on plastic compositions for filling deprosd 
sions on metal surfaces, The specimens of vinyl acetate rosin 
compo3itPon were in- excellent condition at the end of the 
exposure tests, These tests indicated that satisfactory fair- 
ing compositions based in plastic materials could be develop& 
to withstand ground conditions encountered in Washington, D. C, 
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In a previous report (reference 1) an analysis of fac- 
tors involved in maintenance of adhesion of plastic to metals 
indicate% that matohing of thermal expansivities would im- 
prove the resistance of the bond to thermal changes. Rence, 
particular attention was given during the course of this 
work to formulating fairing compositions which would have 
thermal expansivities approximating those of aluminum, 

This investigation, conducted at the National Bureau 
of Standards, was sponsored by and conducted wit4 tho 
financial assistanue of the Xational Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautics, 

MATERIALS 

The plastic materials used in this investigation are 
described in table 1, The fillers worked with during the 
course of this investigation are described in table 2. com- 
mercial fairing compositions which were included in the in- 
vestigation for comparative purposes are identified in 
table 3, 

Various plasticizers, selected on the basis of data 
obtained during previous work on other projects, were used 
in some of the compositions, The plastic materials, plasti- 
cizers, and fillers were mixed with various solvents and 
ground together in a ball mill to form experimental fairing 
compositions, The experimental compositions were formulated 
on the basis of the principles indicated in this report. A 
purely empirical investigation would have involved several 
times the number of compositions which were included in 
this work. 

TESTING PROCEDURBS 

Simulated Service Tests 

* To evaluate the performance characteristics of the fair- 
ing compositions, 
devised and used, 

accelerated service or aging tests wore 
These tests include (1) immersion in water, 

n “A.., (2) exposure to low temperature and room temperature in eltcr- 
nating cycles, (3) accelerate% weathering, (4) vibration, and 
(5) a cyclic combination of hoat, ultraviolet light, fog, and 
low temperature, In general, compositions which were not sat- 
isfactory in one test were not subjected to subsequent tests. 
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The specimens for these tests were prepared by applyfng 
the filling composftions to indentations on 0,012--incI+thick 
aluminu-alloy sheet and allowing them to dry for at least 
3 days., > 

To estimate the effect of water on the adh.ererice of the 
fairing composi.tions to the metal, .the specimens were immarscd 
in water by 25O C (7'70 3). for 24 hours,.removed, and examined. 

To estfmat'e the effect.of low temperature, specimens 
were placed on dry ice in an fnsulstad box for 30 minutes, 
removed, 
minutes,. 

and allowed to stand at room temperature for- 30 
One cold and one warm exposure period constituted 

8 cycle, which.was repeated 30 times or unt'P1 failure ocourred 
as indicated in the tables. 

b 

To estimate the effect of weathering, specimens were 
spbjected to the 2+Ghour sunlamp-fog accelerated weather- 
ing test described in method No, 6021 of pederal Specifics 
tion TrP-406a entttled nPlastics,. Organic: General Specifica-. 
tions, Test Methods." 

To estimate the effect of vibratton at low temperatures, 
specimens were vibrated in kn insulated bo:< as cantilever 
beams through an angle of 3' at 1800 oscillstfcns per minute, 
Dry ice was placed in a wire basket around the vibrating spcci- ; 
men for 1 hour and was removed for the next hour, A fan was 
used to circulate the sir within the box during the cold pert 
of the cycle and sfr taken in from the saurrouading room 
during the warm part of the cycle. The temperature fell. to I 
1400 c (-400X?) within 20 minutes after the dry ice was placed 
in the box an& rose to O" C (32O P) within 5 minutes after 
tho ice was removed, The minimum temperature obtained in 
each cycle was approximately -650 C (-851~ P} and the maximum 
was approximately 25O C (77O P), The cycle of conditions w.?,s 
repeatod as many times 'as is indicated in the tables. 

To estimate the combined effects of heat, ultraviolet 
light, high humidity, and low temperature, specimens wcr3 
subjected to the following oyclic test: 
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n 
Condition 

A 

B 

c 

A 

B . 

c . * 

c 

I - 

Period of e;xposure Description 
(hr) 

I 
I.5 Ultraviolet light and heat 

from an S-l sunlamp: method 
No, 6021 of Federal Specif'i- 
cation Z-P-406a; tern erature 
approximately 65' C P 1490 P'\ I .a 

2 

1 

Fog. 
Approximately -3oO c (-22O F), 

. 
See A above. 

See B above. 

See C above.. . 
I - 

\ 

The periods of exposure to the various aonditions were adjusted 
so that the.s'pecimens were exposed to condition A for a total 
of 200 hours, to condition B for 40 hours, and to condition C 
for 20 hours. r 

It was found that some compositions which were 68tiSfaC- 
tory at 
tures.. 

-300 C (-22O F) were not satisfactory at lower tempera- 
Consequently, in-the latter part of the work, instead 

of placing the specimens 
imately 

in an atmosphere maintained at approx- 
-30' (3 (0-22~ F) for condition C, they were placed di- 

rectly on a piece of dry.ice in an insulated box, 

Water Absorption 

The water absorption of the plastic materials was do- 
termined by method No, 7031 of Federal Specification L-P-406a. 

Thermal Expansion and Softening Temperature 

The specimens used in- these tests were molded bars approx- 
imately 7.5 by 0,.5 by 0.,2 inch, The length was measured to the 
nearest 0.01 inch, The specimens were conditioned at 25' 0 
(77' F) and 50 percent relative humidity prior to testing.. 

The msan coefficient of linear thermal expansion w&ii 
measured with the equipment shown schematically in figuro l;, 
The measurements were made by starting at a low temperature, 
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about -75O c' (-105' F) 
imately lo C per minut:, 

and raising the temperature approx- 
The rats of increase in tempera- 

ture was controlled by regulating the heat output of the 
electric heating coils with an external rheostat. The tern- 
perature of the specimen under test was measured with a 
thermocouple and a potentiometer. The measurements were 
made by setting the potentiometer for regu1a.T temperaturo 
intervals and recording the extension when no deflection 
of the galvanometer pointer was produced by Openiug and 
closing the potentiometer circuit. By plotting the exten- 
sion in length agafnst tempereture, a curve was obtained from 
which the mean coefficient of linear thermal expansion was 
determined, A correction factor of 0.3 X-lWs/oC for the a 
range -50' to 0' C was added for the expansion of the fused 
quartz tubes. The method of measurement ls essentially that 
described in National Bureau of Standards Research Paper 

. RP 29, It is possible to obtain an accuracy of better than 
2 percent with this type of equipmant. 

The expansivfty determined from a cooling curve is 
easent,ially the same as that determined from a heating curve, 
if the temperature of th* specimen remains below its softening 
temperature, At temperatures 'slightly below the softening 
temperature of the material, dimensional changes will occur 
which reflect the prior mechanfcel and thermal history of 
the spocinen, A similar phenomenon has been observed in 
measurements of the expansivity of vitreous enamels at much 

* 'higher tonperatures (reference 2). This difficulty is not 
encountered in the CRSQ of vinyl acetato resin because its 
softening temperature (or annealing temperature) is very clcsc 
to ordinary room temperatures. Because of the nature of the 
mechanical measuring system the value obtained from the heat- 
ing curve is considered to be the more reliable, The rate of 
heating also is easier to control than the rate of coolfng, 

The coefficient of thermal expansion of a material is 
not the same for all temperature ranges: it generally in+ 
creases with an increase in temperature. For practical pur- 
poses, the coefficient of thermal expansion nag be assumed to 

/ be a constant below the softening range. The validity of this 
procedure is indicated by the curves in ffgure 2. 

The softe.ning range is indicated by a change in the slope 
of the expansion-temperature curve followed by a decrease in 
length of the specimen, The lower limit of the softening 
temperature range thus defined indicates the beginning of 
appreciable plastic flow under the fnfluence of the nominal 
stress imposed by the measuring system. The upper limit 
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indicates the temperature at which the rate of plastio flow 
exceeds the expansion, These softening temperature ranges 
are in good agreement with the values obtained in this lab 
oratory by another method and with recant data reported in 
the literature (reference 3) for unfilled plastics, The 
results do not always agree,with softening tompcrature or 
heat distortion points determined by other methods. 

r 
v: 
RISTJLTS OF TRSTS' 

Water-Immersion Tests 

The results of the water-immersion tests are given in 
table 4. Typical water absorption data for the various 
plastics are given in table 5. It is observed that the corsl 
positions which adhered initially and during the water im- 
mersion contained cellulose nitrate, vinyl acetate resfLn, 
methyl methacrylate resin, styrene resin, and thermoplastic 
phenolic resin, The cellulose nitrate compositions which 
were satisfactory contained 20 percent glycol sebacatc or 
20 percent methyl phthalyl ethyl glgcolate with solvent 
No, 3. The adhesion of the vinyl acetate compositions was 
uniformly good. The best adhesion of styrene was obtained 
when applied with heat, although the material crazed on 
cooling. The thermoplastic phenolic resin was porous and 
weak initially, The behavior of methyl methacrylate resin 
was erratic, 

1Jon.e of the cellulose acetate, cellulose acetate 
bropionate, cellulose acetate butyrata, thermosetting 
phenol-formaldehyde, urea-formaldehyde, or melamine- 
formaldehyde compositions had satfsfactory adhesion, The 
failure of the cellulose derivatives in the water-immersion 
tests appears to be caused by the large diaensfonal changes 
resulting from the absorption of water, The extent of di- 
mensional changes has been shown to correlate well with the 
hygroscopiclty of the plastic (reference 4). The urea- 
formaldehyde and melamine-formaldohydo plastics separated 
from the metal fn the process of curing before the water- 
immersion tests were started, 

Thermal Expansion and Softening Temperature 

The coefficients of thermal expansion and softening 
temperature ranges of some of the plastic materials which 
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c were subjected to the water-immersion tests were determined 
and aro reported in table 6. 

The effeat of several fillers in reducing the expansivity 
of vinyl acetate compositions is shown by the data in table 7. 
The most efficient of these fillers for reducing the coeffi- 
ciant of thermal expansion of vinyl acetate resin are the 
asbestines, It should be noted also that the various types 
and amounts of filler affect the softening temperature range 
to different extents, . 

Temperature-Cycle Tests 

On the basis of these data on the coefficients of thermal 
expansion of various plastics and fillers, compositions were 
formulated and applied to aluminum sheet, The specimens were 
subjected to alternate exposure to room temperature and low 
temperature. The results obtained with the vinyl acetate 
resin compositfons are gfven in table 8, those obtained with 

. the styrene compositions are given in table 9, and those cb- 
tained with the cellulose nitrate compositions are given in 
table 10, Two types of failure were observed. The failure 
of thick coatings usually began by the plastic separating 
from the metal at the edges of the coating, The failure of 
thin coatings usually began with a crack in the plastic, 
Only thin coatings of unfilled plastics withstood more than 
1 cycle of freezing and thawing, Cellulose nitrate plasti- 
cized with 20 percent methyl phthalyl ethyl glycolate 
(Santicizer M-17) withstood 30 cycles of freezing an; thaw- 8 

\ ing when the film was less than 13 mfls thick; thicker coat- 
ings separated from the metal after a few cycles, 

The results in these tables indicate that as the thormal 
expansfvity is made to approach that of the metal by the addi- 
tion of fillers, the resistance to exposure at low tempcra- 
ture is improved, The results for specimens 11, 12, 13, 17, 
and 18 in table 8 appear to be exceptions, but it should bo 
noted that the filler Settled during the drying period which 
resulted in a higher concentration of filler in the plastic 
layer adjacent to the aluminum. These coatings also were 
thinner than most of the applications of-other materials, 
The high filler concentration lowers the coefficient of ther- 
mal expansion of that part of the plastic, The expansivities 
given in the tables are for uniformly mixed compositfonn, Tho 
agreement between the behavior in the freezing-thawing test 
and the behavior expected on the basis of expansivity also 
is good for th e styrene and cellulose nitrate compositions. 
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The compositions which gave satisfactory results in the 
freezinethawing test were subjected to the sunlamp-fog cyclic 
accelerated weathering test, The results are given in table 11; 
None of the styrene or cellulose nitrate compositions was sat- 
isfactory; Most of the vinyl acetate resin compositions were 
satisfactory in this test, 

The compositions which were satisfactory in the previous 
tests were subjected to (1) the vibration test and (2) the 
combined heat-ultraviolet light - high humfdity -r low,tcmper- 
ature test. Three commercial materials and several additional 
experimental compositions were also subjected to'thesa tests. 
The results are given in tables 12, 13, and 14. The results 
Of these two tests did not differ significantly from those 
of previous tests. 

Density 

The results of density measurements made on dried speci- 
mens of several experimental and commercial products are given 
in table 15, 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The typical failure of the filling compositions encoun- 
tered in the simulated service tests was separation of the 
bond between the metal and the plastic, The stresses causing 
the bond to break arose, in most cases, from the difference 
between the 'dtmensional change of the plastic composition 
and that of the metal when the specimens were subjectzd to 
the various "t;ests, 

Causes'of Separation of Fairing Compositions from Metal 

There are three principal factors which cause dimensional 
changes tending to separate the plastic from the metal. Thoy 
are as follows: 

. 

c 

(1) Shrink age of the plastic composition by volatilization 
of plasticizers or of retained solvent, or by fur- 
ther polymerization, All these may be classed 
under the single headfng Shrinkage on Aging', 

(2) Swelling and shrinkage of the plastic caused by the 
absorption and desorption of moisture 
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(3) Expans3.0 n and contraction resulting from changes in 
temperature 

Adhesion failures frequently result from the shrinkage 
caused by loss of solvent (reference 5). This usually 
occurs during the drying stage. The shrinkage usually can 
be controlled by a choice of solvents, Diluents should be 
avoided since they tend fn many cases to cause excessive 
shrinkage. (See.references G and '7.) The addition of some 
slowly evaporating solvent which lowers-the yield point 50 
that plastic flow will take place in the plane of the film 
during drying should be included in the solvent formulation. 
This also provides a longer time for the plastic flow to 
take place. Slowly evaporating solvents do not seem to be 
needed with materials which have low softoning temperature 
ranges, such as vinyl acetate resin. Application of thick 
pastes containing a minimum amount of solvent also reduces 
the shrinkago. . 

Tho shrinkage caused by loss of plasticizer is not im- 
mediately apparent in service since the rate of Loss usually 
fs very slow. Plasticizers cause the plastic to flow more 
readily by reducing the elastic yield point and by lowering 
the softening temperature range. As the plasticizer is lost 
during ageng, the elastic yiold point at room temporaturc, 
and the softening temperature range will rfse and may reach 
the point at which the plastic may have no apprectabls flow 
at ordinary temperatures. This is shown by the successive 
incroasos in the softening temperature range of collul~so 
nitrata compositions containing 15 percent mothyl phthalyl 
ethyl glycolate heated for different lengths of time at 
500 C (table 6). Vinyl acetate resin has a distinct advon- 
tage over some other plastics in that its softoning tempcr- 
ature rango without plasticieer is low enough to permit 
plastic flow under the influence of small stresses at room 
temperature. 

Dimensional change resulting ,from a change in moistmo 
content is an inherent property of a plastic material and 
is roughly proportional to the amount of.moisture absorbed 
or desorbed. Pillers which absorb very little moisturo 
tend to reduce the amount of moisture absorbed by theplnstic 
composition. Therefore, when dimensional stability is ds- 
sired, the use of mInora fillers is indicated. 

Dimensional changes resulting from differences in Coef- 
ficients of thermal expansion may be responsible for the 
failures of tho bonds at temperatures below the softening 
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temperature range of the plastic composition (refercnoo 8). 
Xf it is assumed that the deformation of the motal is nogli- 
gible, the tensilo stress in the film can be ostfmated from 
the coefficients of thermal expansion of the plastic and of 
the metal and the modulus of elasticfty of the plastic, At 
temperatures below the softening temperature rango, tho 
plastic flow is slow, and as the temperature decreases tho 
yield point increases. Assuning that (1) the change of tom- 
porature occurs at such a rate that the plastic flow is nog- 
ligiblo or (2) the stresses produced aro below the elastic 
limit of the plastic, the unidirectional tonsdle stress in 
the filn nay bo estimated from the following equation: 

Tensile stress * (Aa i Ab> (TX - TalEa 01 

where 

A coefficient of thermal expansion 

1 modulus of elasticity 

T fenperature 

Subscripts a and b refer to plastic and metal, respsc- 
tivaly, and 1 and a refer to different temperatures. 

This equation is valid only at temperatures below the nof- 
tening temparaturo range since tho plastic flow will be ap- 
preciable under small stresses above this temperature range. 
Plastic flo~v of the material will relieve some of thn stress. 

c It also should be noted that this equation gives only that 
part of the tansile stress on the film resulting fron tho 
change of temperature from Tp, to 'Pa, Appreciable stresses 
may ariso on going froa the softening tonperaturo to I, 
and fron dinonsional changes resulting from drying, aging, 
or variations in moisture content. The shearing force at 
the bond can be estinatod by nultiplying the stress by tho 
thickness sad the‘.width of the plastic film. 

Tho force requirodlto naintaln the length of a film 
attached to the metal would bo groator than that calculated 
fron equation (1) because of the lateral constraint, ThSSC 
tensile forces must be sustained in shoar by the bond be- 
tween the metal and the filn. 
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Control of Stresses Resulting fron Thermal Changes 

The stresses arising from a change in temperature 
(equation (1)) of a plastic-metal aombination may.be reduced 
(1) by making the coefficient of thermal expansion of the 

plastic composition as nearly equal to that of the metal as 
possible, (2) by reducing the modulus of elasticity of %ho 
plastic composition,, (3) by lowering the softening tempora- 
ture range of the plastfc. The shoaring.forces can be re- 
duced by the use of thin plastic films, Control of film 
thiokness is not practicable for this application. I 

The coefficient of thermal expansion of a plastic com- 
positiba 3s doterminod by (1) tho plastic, (2) the fillors~ 
and (3) the plasticleers. Since theso faciors also control 
the modulus of. elasticity and the doftening temperature 
range, any change in formulation to obtain a change in one 
of :these proporties will. result in changing the other two : 
properties. The addition of fillors to plastics usuelly ro- 
ducos the coefficient of thormal oxpansion. Tho data pro- 
sented in tablo 6 show that the-magnitude of the affect is 
different for each specific filler as well as being dopand- 
enf on the amount of filler: , The variation of expansivity 
of mixtures of vinyl acetate resin and aluminum powder is 
shown graphically in figure 3, The points for curve A are 
the weighted averages on a volume basis: the points on 
curve B are the weighted averages on a weight basis; curve 
C represents the exporimontal.results. These ourvos show 
that the coefficient of thermal expansion of a plastic con- 
position is not usually the average calculated from tho 
expansivities of the individual constituents in the conpobi- 
tion and the portion of each in tho mixture. Thq cocfff- 
cients of thernal expansion of vinyl acetate rosin nixed 
with' zinc yellow, bronze powder, quartz, and asbestino, 
respectively, are shown graphically in flguro 4, Piguro 5 
shows tho expansivity of mixtures of polystyrone and asbeo- 
tine, 

The following equation has been found to represent the 
experimental curves in figures 3, 4# .and 5': 

A, = ArCrPr .+ AfCfPf + l ', l 
--- 

C,P, + CfPf + , b 'W 

where 

(2) 

A coefficient of thermal expansion 
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C a constant 

P proportion by weight 

Subscripts: 

m mixture 
i 

r resin or plastic 

f filler 

This equation is of the same form as that given in a previ- 
ous report (reference 1); The constant C appears to be 
proportional to the bulk modulus of elasticity divided by 
the density, The proportionality factor is also dopcndont 
on the shape and size of the particles and on the distribu- 
tion of tho matorial in the matrix. It was assumed that 
the constant C for each specific filler and oath plastic 
was indepondont. of the other components of a nixturo if tho 
ingredients are o-venly distributed. 

Constants determined by the use of equation (2) for 
binary mixtures are given in columns 5 and 6 of table 16. 
The ratio of the derived constant C to the bulk modulus 
of elasticity divided by the density for the various fillers 
is shown in column 7 of table 16. The fillers with the 
higher ratios reduce the coefficients more in proportion to 
their potential capacity than thoso.with lowor rabios.whon the 
various fillers are used in equal anounts and aro uniformly 
distributed, The ratio appears to depend on the shape and 
size of the particles. 

We.ny of the plastic-filler mixtures investigated for 
use in filling rivet depressions were fornulatod fron tho 
constants in table 16 and calculations made with equation (2). 
In most instancosthe calculated values were very near the 
measured values. These results are presented in table 17. 

. 
The specimens used to make the measurements of cooffi- 

cient of thermal expansion contained non.0 or vory little 
‘solvent. The compositions as applied will contain at first 
a large amount of solvent, which will result in a highor 
coefficient of expansion. (See table 8, specimens 30 to 
33.) This solvont content will decrease rapidly on :aging, 
thus bringing the aoefficient close to the limiting value. 
The retained solvents also cause a decrease in the soften- 
ing temperature range and undoubtedly in the modulus of 
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elastfcity. This will result in roduciag the stresses; 
while tho coefficient of 'thornal expansion of the plastic 
IS higher than that of tho netal. 

A low ~lodulus of elastfcity is particularly inpoztnnt 
when resistance to vrbration and inpact is required. 
While the incorporation of fillers increases tho nodulus 
of elasticity at room temperature, the ~lodulus of the 
filled plastic ronains fairly constant to very low tonpar- 
atures; whereas the nodulus of an unfilled plastic iz+ 
creases rapidly with a decrease in temperature (roforence 
9). 

METHODS OF APPLICATION 

Two nethods of application were considered: (1) the 
hot-aelt nethod, and (2) the solvent nethod. Vinyl acetate 
resin co&positions were used in'nost of this work. 

Vinyl acetate resin conpositSons can bo readily ap- 
plied by spreadipg with a spatula when the actal and the 
plastic arc heated to 120° to 1500 C, Other plastic con- 
positfons also can be applied by this cothod, although so;10 
conpositions nay require heat and pressure. One atdvantago 
of this nothod is the very short sottirrg tine required bo- 
fore the material can be sanded satisfactorily. Two dis- 
advantages are: (1) it has been reported that the corrbaion 

'resistance of aluninun alloys is decreased by heating at 
these temperatures, and (2) it is not practicable to heat 
large notal structures and pieces for this purposoI 

Attenpts were r?ade to apply the hot plastic aonposi- 
tions to cold netal, but the results wurz not satisfactory. 
The conposition cools so rapidly when it cones into contact 
with the cold netal that tho bond is broken as soon as it 
is forned, even though the conposition is capable of consid- 
erable plastic flow above roon tenpcrature. The rato of 
plastic flow is not high enough tanconpensato for the thor- 
nal contraction. 

The usual ne.thod of applying fairing conpositioss is 
with solvents. Since the hot-nelt nethod did not appear to 
be practicable at the present tice, the solvent nethod was 
investigated. Acetone and mixtures of acetone and ether 
were found to r?ake the fastest drying vinyl acetate resin 
conpositions. These solvents do not adversely affect the . 
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performance characteristics as shown by the various tests. 
Sufficient solvent is used to make a thick paste which can 
be readily applied with a spatula. The vinyl acetate resin 
compositions may be applied by a s-pray gun if tho mixture 
is thinned sufficiently with solvent. Tho thinner for 
spraying should contain some slowly ovaporating solvent, : . 
such as Collosolvc. Pastes made with methyl acetate woro 
found to dry almost as rapidly as those made with acetone, 
The addition of 5 to 10 percent of Cellosolve serves to 
keep the paste from drying too rapidly after removal from 
the container or in the' open can pending applfcation. The 
addition of Cellosolve also improves the working qualitfcs 
of the paste, but lengthens the drying time. To speed dry- 
ing,it was found advantageous to subject the plastic com- 
positions to rndia',ion from infrared lamps after some air- 
drying. The effects -of various s01~ont~ used with vinyl 
acatato rosin compositfons are shown in table 14. 

In attempting to shorten the drying time required.bcforo 
sanding, ft was observed that increasing the percentage of 
fillers, particularly asbestine;was very effective. The 
highly filled material can be sanded while the resin still 
contains a considerable amount of solvent. This effect was 
utilized in preparing compositions to meot drying time rc- 
quirenents specified by aircraft manufacturers. The highor 
filler content raises the softening temperature and makos 
the material loss floxfblo. 

SERVICE, ‘l!ESTS 

Compositions made of 40 parts of vinyl acetate resin 
(Vinylite AYAP), 55 parts of asbestine 3X or 5X, and 5 parts 
of aluminum powder wero seloctod initially for service 
tests. Sufficient acetone was added to make a thick pasta, 
These compositions which wero found to have an expansivity 
of approximately 28 X 10-e/oC (aluninum has an expansfvity 
of approximately 22 X ~CI-'/~C) withstood 30 warm-cold cycles 
without failure and also withstood successfully the othor 
simulatod service tests. Samplos of these compositions 
were submitted to the Chance-Vought Division of United Air- 
craft Corporation, to tho Haval Air Experimental Station at 
Phfladelphia, Pa., and to the U.S. Naval Air Station at 
Norfolk, Vat, for evaluation. The Chance-Vought bivis2on 
reported that the composition drfod too slowly and had a 
tendency to sk;tn in thick sections'htnd that tho applfcation 
and working properties were not good. Tha Norfolk Air Stc- 
tion reported that the conposition dried too Past in tho 
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can on handling and too slowly in thick sections and that 
the composition was difficult to handle. 

Those results indicated that faster drying time and bot- 
ter working prozertfos were necessary. One of tho most 
crffective nothods of producfng faster drying nixturos and 
of inproving working properties is by increasing the filler 
cant ent. Since the mixture of 40 Darts of vinyl acatatc 
rosin and 55 parts ,of asbostino gives a conpositcon which 
has an expansivity nearly equal to that of aluninum, tho 
addition of aluminum does not affect it very much. c :Jnp o- 
sftions theraforo were investigated in which the proportion 
of aluminum powder was fncroasod. Because of the form of 
the aluminum powder (flat plates) the adhosion to the netal 
base was reduced and the drying tina was increased slightly. 

c 

An increase in tho progortion of asbestine deeroases 
the drying time but also decreases the expansivity. Conso- 
quently, a mixture of 20 parts of vinyl acetate resin and 
55 parts of asbestine, which gives a COmpOSitiOn with an 
expansivity less than that of alumfnum, was compounded with 
25 parts of zinc dust, whfch raised the coefficient of ther- 
ma1 expansion to 22 X 1O-*/OC. The not result of thfs 
change was to increase tho filler content from 60 to 80 
percent by weight. The wet fairing composition consisted 
of 80 porcont solfds and 20 peraent solvent, which was a 
mfxturo of 2 parts ethyl ether und 1 part acetone, Aluminum 
strips coated with this composition dried as rapidly as tho 
Acme glazing putty (the fastest drying conmorciaf product 
tested} and passed the 260-hour acceloratod service test; 
stripe coated with the Acme product will not pass tho 
accelerated service test. 

. 

Tho sample.of Opex glaeing putty listed in table 3 was 
received for test after the completion of this experimental 
work, This putty successfully withstood 30 alternate 
cycles of exposure to dry ice and room temperature and the 
240.hour accaleratod Weathering test. The 
coefficient of thermal expansion, 54 X lo'* 7 

utty has a high 
'C for the tom- 

poratura range -500 to -5O C,but a low softoning tembora- 
turo rango, -53 to 50 c. It is rigid at -18d G (O"P>l 

* By application of the tests and principles doscrtbod 
. in this report it may be possibla to davolop other fairing 

compositions as satisfactory as or superior to those rosult- 
ing from th%s tnvestigation. All tho plastics were not 
invostigatod thoroughly bouausa of laok of tine, When thfs 
work was started, naay of the synthetic rubbers, which 
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appear to have some of tho properties necessary for this 
application, were not available. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

On the basis of the present investigation the follow- 
ing concluding remarks regarding fairing compositions for 
aircraft surfaces are made: 

The essential characteristics of a satisfactory rivet 
Pi.llor, for aluminum alloy are as follows: . 

(1) Low moisture absorption 

(2) A softening temperature range approximately the 
same as or lower than the temperature provnil- 
ing during the drying period 

(3) A coefficient of thermal expansion at low tenpora- 
ture approximately equal to that ozealuminur 
and aluminun alloys, 19 to 23 X 10 per degroe 
centigrade , 

(4) Excellent resistance to aging; the essential 
proporties should not change appreciably on 
aging 

(5) Satisfactory application properties 

Tho softening temperature range of a plastic is 
duc& and tho thermal oxpansivity is ilncreasod by tho 

rc- 

pressnco of plastioizors or retained solvents. 

Tho softening tonporature rmgo of a plastic is in- 
croasod and the thernal expansivity is reduced by the in- 
corporation of fillers, The proportion of filler requirod 
t0 giV0 a phrtiCUhr coefficient Of thermal expant3fOn can 
be conputod wfth constants doterntned from nossuronants 
nada on binary mixtures, by means of tho following oqua- 
tion: 

‘A, = ---- Arc,& + AfCfPf + t . . 
-----u-m-- 

C,P, + CfPf + . . . 

tihere A is the coefficient of thermal expansion, C is 3 
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constant, P is the proportion by weight, and the subscripts 
ms rl and f refer to mixture, resin, and filler, respec- 
t Ively. Fillers with particles which are acicular or in the 
form of small flat plates are the most effective in reducing 
thormal expansivity. Spherical particles have the least 
effect. 

Filled vinyl acetate rcein compositions have baen 
formulated which adhere to aluminum alloy when subjected to 
a serios of drastic accelerated service tests, including 
vibration at temperatures alternating betwoon -65O C (-85' I?) 
and 250 C ('K'O F). Commercial fairing compositions whick 
were tested separated from the metal when subjected to thase 
condftions, Examples of two such vinyl acetate compositions 
are (1) vinyl acetate rosin AYAF, 40 percent; asbostino 5X, 
55 percent: and powdered aluminum, 5 portent: and (2) vinyl 
acetate rosin AYAF, 20 porcont; msbestine 3X, 55 percent; 
and zinc dust, 25 percent, 

National Bureau of Standards, 
Washington, D. O., July 1944, 
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TAB= 2. D'SBOFiIPTIOH OF FILWEBS L8ZD IA TF22 II~VE~TIC~ATIOI~ or FAIIRIIO co!sa~som. 

Brsr Brother0 
Ooluablm Osrbon 00. 
J. Las Blith urdOo. 

0. I. 11111amm 
0mm-111lno1m OlUO ce. bulk tsrti1s Silk . 

bottle @urn, tpound ln ball mill 16 hourr 
&rovad Pymr @aas, 1kO 8wh.u. 

Ohas. Esdr. 110. 
Advance Bolrsntm aad Ohmloal Oorp. -mmfMt~ed by iron oubonyl ~r001.. 

John T. Leti Bra,. aad co. 
B8&-Plohar Lead 00. ' buio lead oubonstr 

Ambestlw I'T 

XUUtS, irued, pondorod 
BlliOS, patiorod 

Oilloon orrbide 

~llloon orrblde 
011100n oubido 

titmlm dlolida 
oillo dut A 
rim d\utB . 
rlno dust 0 
riw arid9 
hnc arid0 

The ouboruud~ 00. fused .aUyto 

The Oarbonmdla 00. 

The Orrbonuldm Qo. 220 meah; random partiala sire 
Tha 0Yb0rund~ 00. FFI vezy fine 

Titaalum Pisont Oorp. 
Ulllnokrodt Uhemiorl Ilorkm 

bUloM Bmalting oad Rellting 00. 
J. T. Bohr ohemiool 00. 
row JorOOF IlaO 00. roiaulutypps 
mr Jarlay ziao 06. 
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TART.3 3.- CaMKRCIBL B'AIEEW COKFOSITIOE TEiTED 

Material Manufacturer 

Acme Glazing Put@ Acme White Lead and Color Co. 

~ostig cemmt HO. M 356 B. B. chsmi~ Co. 

Tuf-Cn X0. 12, S-pot Piller W.peJh Carporation , 

Tuf-Gn Ho. 15, Streamline Filler WipeOn Corporation 

Valentinea Bitro-Valspar veJ.entina and co. 

clpex masins Putty Sherwin-WUisrps co. 
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TIElL% 4. At8uLTa OP HATER IacuEPEIOB TEST9 OH PUBTIC @3HPa31P10%8. 

cslluloss acetats 
0011ul0ss aoet&te 
aa11u3.oes ncetste 
oelluloss Met&a 

oslluloPa acetate propionste 
oslluloae aoetrts propionsts 
cellulose acetate propionate 
cellulose rostata propionste 
os11ulorr acetate pmpionnts 
o*llulo~e aomtate p?oplonate 
oelluJ.o~e acetate ptopionata 

o411ulont sostats butyratts 
csllulo~s an&&e butyrrte 
oellulols aoetate butyrate 
osllulose anstats bu+ssta 
oe11ulore acatste butyrate 
oalluloas anstate bntyrste 
celluloee bOatate butpate 

Idled 

frilsd 

tiny1 soetste VA-2 
Tiny1 roetate VA-2 
rin 

o r; 
I Metate VI-2 with ziao 
muate primer undarooat 

Tlayl aoetate VA-2 
olnY1 acetate VA-2 
r1w-l Poethte VA-2 
Tiny1 aoetsta VA-2 x0. 15 ES 

35 

3 

mtyrene tith rino ohromste 
rmderaost 

ttyrene 
rtyrene R 

so. 16 - pusmtioaab10 

z 
m. 16 

Applied with 'h,t 
falled 
eP& 

39 
E 

Mtiayl methaory1ats u-1 Ire. 1 
k 

'- cl?rtio 
* 8etbJlmsthaorylsts u-1 lb.1 - 

wthyl methscrylsta M&l with slao lb. 11 - 
. ohmsate primer undercoat 

qua.tifi?&s-- bluahin 

41 Mthyl leethaorylste U-1 with rino no. 17 - 9usmtioaabla - bluhln 
chromste prlmsr rmdercort 

t; 

44 

45 

phenol-foormsldenyde, thermoplvtlo 
phenol-fomaldehyda, thermoaettin~, 

ouad oold with orttiyat 
we&-formaldehyde, aured cold with 

oataly#t 
mlamincfom.sldehydes, oured cold 

nlth oetalyat 

Hlcroner 2a Fd tiled 
#sparsted befor. temt 
l apurted before tamt 

6 

E 

a. Identifiaation of plrstio1ssr~: 
PPP 
EL1, 

- trlphenyl phosphate 
- glyool aebaoate % 

- triethylans ,3l7col di4+sthylbuty?at. 
- tributy1 cltrats 

- DBP 
TCP 

Imtloi~er x-17 - dibutyl phthilsts 
- tri-o-creay1 phaqlhate 

b. Identification of solvent mixtures (parts by rei&&)t 
No. 1. methyl ethyl ketane 25, ethyl aoetate 50, discatcne aloSs& 10, HO. 10. ethyl wet&t* 19, butyl aostata 6. 

butyl loetste 15. HO. 11. moetow 
No. 2. aoetxu 8, ethyl noetsta 16, telueae 40, dlaoetoue aloohol 16. no. 12. 

nostone 40, methyl ethyl k.toIlI 32, dbcatona nl~ohol a. MO. 1 . 
butyl acetate 14.4, ethyl aostste 45.6. 

2, methyl etbyl ketone 2U, ethyl aaatsta 20, ethyl laotrte 8. HO. 1 
butpl rostde 15, mathylethyl tstors +L 
PLt~op?Op~O. 

2, methyl ethyl ketons 20, ethyl rootate 20 9. amtone alcohol 6. NO. 1 . aitropzopaaa us, butyl u&da 12. 
2, methyl ethyl katone 

f 
2, Blaoetone aloohoi 1 lro. f 1 . butyl aohats. 

2, methyl ethyl ketone 2, ethyl laotat. 16. Ho. 17 aoetone 50, altropropMs 50. 
!rc. 8. diezetoaa sloohol a, aitropmpane 72. 
tie. 9. methyl ethyl ketone 75, diacetow aloohol 15, Csllorolrr 10. 



TAB.23 5.- MOISTUBB ABSOPl'TIOlV Og WiRIOUS PLASTIC6 

Plastic MoiStUB3 
absorptiona 

Sauroe of data! 

Cellulose nitrate 0.6 - 2.3 PC 

Cellulose acetate 2.0 - 4.0 w 

Cellu3oso acetate butyrato 1.6 - 2.1 PC 

Biq-1 acetate VA-Z!, unf5Uod 1.16 ms 
55 percont asbostino, 5 parcant dnmkum, powdarod 1.15 NBS. 
yj percd asbestine, 25 perc0d 53inc b3-t .a. NBS 

St&mIle 0.00 - 0.05 PC & KRS 

Metbyl methacrylate 0.4 - -0.5 PC 

Phfmol-fowaldehydo, unfilled 0.1 - 0.2 Fc 

Urea-formaldeb@ 1.0 - 3.0 PC 

Melanin-formald&qdo 1.0 - 1.7 PC 

aDetorminod in a~cordanca with method No. 703X of Fadoral Spot. L-P-~&L. 
bPc - Plastics pruportios chart in 1944 Plastics catalog. 
'BBS - Iktional Bureau of Standards. 
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TA5LE 6. THEFUAL FXP4NSIVITY AND SOFTENING R&X OF UNFILLED PLASTICS XITH AND KITAOTI'I PLASTICIZ-. 

Same as 3 but dried at 5OoC for 46 hr 

7 do. 90 do. 10 94.1 40.44 

8 do. 95 ,&. 5 89.4 45-52 

9 CH-3 80 do. 20 93.2, 37-42 

10 VA-1 ae reoeirea 75.3O 23-30 

11 VA-1 bak:d 16 hr at 10500 74.0 3C-32 
12 VA-2 M !eoeived 

I 
80.2-g2.2d 

VA-2 bakld 16 hr at 105% 

15-20 

13 ?4.3-?6.3d =-38 . 

14 VA-3 88 ~eoelve* I 78.7 17-23 

'15 _ V&3 b&d 16 hr at 105% . . , 72-5 30-35 

16 Ps I I 66.6 55-62 

17 PS dleeolved in ethyl aoetate, sir dried, 
end baked 16 hr at 105°C 76.5 55-67 

18 PS 95 D2P 5 70.1 55-72 
19 Mu-2 71.49 97-100 

20 W-3 thin sample 91.6s f&79 

21 yD6-3 thibker esmpl~ 95.1s 67-76 

22 PF-2 38.t3qg.6f 

23 m 43.m 

24 UF 42.5g 

Phe plastioe are identified and more fully desoribed in table 1. 
bAll other samples of oellulose nitrate vere air dried and then dried for 16 hr at 50%. 
oSamples about three years old. 
% easurements on speoimens from different batohee. 
'For range of temperatures 20° to 50%. 
fThe lower expansivity represents a longer ourlng period. 
%amples oured without solvente at 300OF.s 



TABLE ‘7. THEIMAL EXPANGSVITY, SCIYMWNG TEMPhl%TUffi BANJE, AU’ &SIZ.TANCE To EXPWJRE AT Lc~ TFMPE;R,WlI~ 
OF CCHWSITIuNS CCNTAIMNG 50% VIQYL ACETM’I’E. hESIN VA-2 end 50% KUJZR 

Deoimen 
&mber PlPsllent 

f 

Lead oxide, red 
zino duFJt 
Lead, white 
zino oxide (rouDd) 

2 
zillo yellow (ohroinate) 
Bexrio oxide 

4 
Portland oement 
flilias, powdered (30Q meeh) 

% 
‘ Tltanivm oxide (anatase) 

Bronze, powdered 
11 zinc oxide (amulax) 
12 Carbon, Hicronex 

8 
Blumimm, povidered 

2 

E:;ip$, podered 

china day 

?.z 
19 tibestlne OG 
20 
21 

Aebestine 5X, 
Bebeetlne 5X 

31.0 
23.4 
12.1 

I l-2 I 
i 

Coefflclent of 
Linear Thermal 

-;iY$p$ 
Softenin 

?a$ 

23-33 -- 

a. Data obtained from - Gardner, Henry A. : Phyeioal and Chemical Examination of Painte, 
Vexniehee, Lagquere and Qolore, Rinth Edition, May 1939, and 

Handbook of Chemistry and Phyaios, Tmnty-Fourth Edition, @IO- 
1*1. 

b. Transition to rubberlike material. 

o. Bpeoimen prepared from different batoh of ingebiente. 

8. Material baked 16 hours at 105OO to remors volatile impurltle6. 
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26 
50 
47.5 

50 
70 

‘70 

% 

66.5 

I.00 

Plmticizer DEb 

23.3 

P-4 
35.9 

37.1 

45.2 

45.6 

46.9 

52.8 
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olmon Lr 
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42.6 bwtim p 
60.0 
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I Allmiam,po*ra 
61.0 do. 
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nwond doteaiMtion 

I 
Third datawiwtion 

I 
ronth dotcJ?aimtion 

I 
volwtlws IltmHklmpar 
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9.5 
i 25.0 

20.0 
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40 do. 
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F 0” 
50 0 
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39 3 

55 5 

55 5 

55 5 I 
55 5 
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33 
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95 
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55 
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75 
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73.5 

75.5 

75 

15 

60 

6u 

n.4 

51.9 

55 

55 

6ha 

M.2 

‘2;‘s 
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aood 
4. 

4. 

4. 

tFt:ie. 

4. 

mcd 
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bzz-&. 
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TABU 15.- DEWSITY 036 FAIEiIHG CQbPOSITIOXS BY WTEE DISPLACENXE!! MZTHOD 

conrposition 

Aam k3azu PutB 

Bostik ~-356 

Tuf-on Ho. 12 

Tof-on Ho. 15 

Valentines Fitro-Balm 

40 porcont vbyl anotata VA-2 
55 porcont asbostinc 
5 percent alwninum, powdorcd 

20 pcrcont viql motKh3 VA-2 
55 porcoIlt asbostino 
~~~GTCOI~~~JUZ au6t 

Type of samp~o 

cast 

cast 

CtUlst 

Cadi 

cast 

r01aoa 
Cast 

l4olaea 
cast 

Deaaity 

2*9 - 3.3 

1.4 

2.0 

2.0 

2.7 - 2.8 

l.01:al.4 

2.4 
2.0 



. I 

75,P 
;:g 
&P 

a.d ’ d,l 
u&l 

0.P 
d 

T 

L 

Owlnd t 
A 

(10-6,0a) 

4.0 
4.0 

a. 2.11 
'9 
f .l 

e.ha 
::B 

l6.9b 

9.e 
~5.6~ 

aa. 3 

!i 

8 
-- 

Da.*Ptm of PI-t PwtiOlsl -- 



1 

2 

3 
4 

5. 
6 

7 
8 

9 
lc 
ll 
l2 
4 
14 

15 
l6 

17 
lb 

d 
YL2 

do. 

do. 

do. 

da. 

da. 

de. 

da. 

do. 

do. 

do. 

do. 

da. 

de. 

do. 

VA-2 
ps 

va-3 
do. 

35 
55 
65 
75 
60 

55 
45 
55 
75 
50 
55 
55 
64.2 

arm 
Tpoe I hoont ($1 

I 
Uminm,pomdared 15 

do. 5 
lb. 5 
do. 10 

z$nodmtIr m 

d0. 25 
&h 35 

AluTima,poYdered 5 
ZiYtOdUdA 5 
&in0 dtut B P 
ml0 dsat B 25 
zino chat c 6 
zilm yellor 9.1 
Almlintu,poTdered 15 

do. I 15 
do. 5 

do. 2 
do. I5 

33-l to 35.5 
25.8 to 28.9 
a.5 t0 23.2 
14.9 to 17.1 
17.5 to 20.1 
la.4 to 2l.s 
20.0 to 23.3 

ea.9 to 30.2 
1p.e to 21.4 
19.7 to 22.0 

2x.1 to 23.7 
21.1 to 23:7 
zoo.0 to 21.6 

42.b 

35.0 
27.6 to e&d 

a.0 to 22.6 
30.5 to 31.9 

o”to 0% iza--- 
36.0 

27.7 to 20.1 

20.3 
14.4 

a.5 
20.8 to 20.9 

22.4 
27.9 
21.0 

21.4 
21.9 to 23.5 

a.6 
21.4 
42.4 
36.1 
299.8 

20.0 to 20.2 
29.6 
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